PALS 3rd GRADE MATH TABLE OF CONTENTS

COMPUTATION

3A1 Adding  
3S1 Subtracting with regrouping  
3S2 Subtracting with regrouping using zero  
3M1 Multiplying basic facts  
3M2A Multiplying  
3M2B Multiplying  
3D1 Dividing basic facts

FOCUS

1-digit, 2-digit, & 3-digit
2-digit & 3-digit
2-digit & 3-digit
Basic facts (0-9)
2-digit × 1-digit
2-digit × 1-digit with regrouping
Single digit divisors

APPLICATIONS

3AC1 Applied computation  
3AC2 Applied computation  
3CG Charts and graphs  
3Ct Counting  
3De Decimals  
3Fr1 Fractions  
3Fr2 Fractions  
3Me Measurement  
3Mn Money  
3NC Number concepts  
3NN Names of numbers  
3WP1 Word problems  
3WP2 Word problems  
3WP3 Word problems

Round to the nearest 10
Round to the nearest 10; then add or subtract
Reading and interpreting picture graphs
Counting using increments (1 to 10)
Tenths
Writing fractions from picture representations
Comparing fractions (> , < , =)
Telling time (to 5 minute intervals)
Counting picture money (bills & coins)
Ordering numbers smallest to largest
Word form to number form (to thousands)
Addition, subtraction, & money
Addition, subtraction, & money
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, & money
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